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System Manager 

1. Withholding tax calculation 
 
The Aico tax calculation task has been extended to be able to calculate withholding tax. It allows you to set 
up one of many different withholding taxes which can have different percentage rates and post to 
predefined GL accounts. 
 

 
 
The tax calculation can then be configured to either accept the predefined percentage and GL account from 
the tax code itself or be more generically configured to allow the User to manually enter the percentage and 
GL account directly into the Aico document. 
 
Unlike VAT, withholding tax is charged on the subledger (customer or vendor) line and is calculated as a 
direct percentage off the gross amount and then usually posted to a “regular” GL account rather than a tax 
account. 
The use of withholding tax is limited to invoices and will typically be used by our customers who are 
implementing intercompany invoicing. 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes  



 

2. Improved Excel export formatting for exported row data 
 

It has always been possible to store a customised Excel export layout behind a template to control the way 
the Excel looks when the User presses the Export to Excel button. In this release, additional functionality was 
added for the better formatting of the rows of the Excel AND to accommodate the fact that you can have 
header mappings below the row mappings which can get overwritten when you have more rows than you 
have anticipated in the Excel export template. In short, the export picks up the formatting of the first rows 
(underneath the row mappings) and inserts lines using that same formatting. This also moves down any 
headers that you may have mapped below the rows. 

In the example below, the Excel export template has simple borders around the first row under the row 
mappings (1) and two header mappings for the company code and template three rows under the row 
mappings (2). We then export a journal that has three rows and we see each one picks up the simple borders 
and the two headers are moved down. 
 

 

We then export a document that has three rows and we see each one picks up the simple borders and the 
two headers are moved down. 

 
Aico professional services required: No – this behaviour is automatic. 
 

  



3. Export task converts Excel template to PDF 
 

This task will create a document attachment of the current document using the Excel export functionality, 
convert it to a PDF and attach it to the current document. Unlike the main Excel export template, it is 
possible to specify different templates in a dedicated header. The main use case here is to create an 
intercompany invoice with a predefined layout, which might differ between a German company and an 
Italian company etc. 
 
The task leverages the existing functionality for storing an Excel format behind a document template. The 
key difference here is that you can store multiple different Excel formats and, typically using a company 
attribute, you can automatically predefine which layout should be used. 
 
In the example below, we have used a company attribute to set that Company code 1000 should use the 
German invoice layout. The resulting attachment can be seen below. 
 

 
 

  
 
Aico professional services required: Yes 
 



4. Row Type mapping translations 
 
As configurations have become more complex we have needed more row types for General Ledger(GL) rows 
which are mapped as “ITEM” row types. For example, Clearing, Balancing and Withholding tax are all GL 
rows but these need to be differentiated from the regular GL rows so they can be isolated and separately 
updated using modification tasks. 
 
In 24.1, we have introduced the ability to specify row types that should be mapped to the same ITEM row 
type as other GL rows. This saves the configuration from having to set up the same row mapping multiple 
times for different row types that share the ITEM mapping. 
 
 

  
 
Aico professional services required: Yes 
 

5. Approval limit currency code is now configurable 
 
The requirement here is to use an alternative header to currencyCode to drive the approval limit. The main 
problem we are trying to solve is when a customer wishes to use a single currency for the approval limits and 
convert the posting currency amount to an approval currency amount using an exchange rate. 
 
The approval limit set-up is currently hardcoded so we have introduced a new header called Approval Limit 
Currency "approvalLimitCurrency". Where this header is present AND contains a value then this will be used 
to determine the approval limit currency that should be used. If it is not present OR does NOT contain a 
value then we fall back on the current set-up of using currencyCode. 
 
Two other tasks “Calculate number of approvers” and “Approval limit validation” will also now react to the 
presence of this new header but both will remain backwardly compatible and continue to use currencyCode 
where approvalLimitCurrency is not present or is empty. 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – you must also decide how to set the exchange rate potentially 
using the new exchange rate BAPI if you are using SAP. 
 

6. Delete attachment modification task 
 

This task will delete attachments from a document based on setting certain criteria which can identify the 
attachment to be deleted. For example, delete only PDFs or delete only attachments with a category of 
“INVOICE”. 
 
This is again originally designed to be used where intercompany invoices have been created and are then re-
created and we want to ensure that there is only one “final” version of the attachment. 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – this is quite simple but would only be required for specific 
requirements. 



7. New PDF layout for Print and archive  
 
An improved layout of the PDF generated when using the Print button inside an Aico document and the 
Archive PDF that is automatically created when a document is archived. This was introduced in 23.1 but 
didn’t make it to the first release notes. It is also now possible to control some of the settings for that PDF 
using the global parameters and a new Print dialogue box that appears when printing from the Aico 
document itself. 
 

 
 
There are also new configuration options which allow you to control the setting for the archive PDF similar 
to those above as well as default colouring and font settings. 
 

 
The resulting PDF looks something like this:

 
 
Aico professional services required: No 
 



8. Attachment category 
 
It has long been possible for the User to set a category on an attachment, but this had only limited use. In 
24.1 these categories can now be used by different Aico functions as well as be set when attachments are 
automatically created by Aico rather than uploaded by the user. 
 

 
 
You can then use the category to determine whether: 
 

 A particular attachment is copied into the next period account reconciliation is part of the Merge 
Previous Document Data task.  

 A particular attachment uploaded to SAP is part of the SAP attachment upload task.  
 A particular attachment is deleted which is part of the Delete document attachments task. 
 Certain tasks are also able to set the attachment category automatically, specifically the Create 

document attachment and the Fill voucher from an external source (which is used to run programs). 
 

9. Link master to second-level linked documents 
 
A new parameter added to the Create document from selected rows task allows links to be created when 
documents are created from a master template, then go on to create a further document. The specific use 
case here is when we create a split document. For example, a series of intercompany AR documents from an 
AR Split master. The created documents then go on to create their respective AP documents. However, we 
were not able to link these AP documents back to the master template from which the original AR ones had 
been directly created. 
 
Set the linkDocumentMaster to"true" and it will create a link to the same master document that is linked to 
the original document. 
 
In our example, we will then see both the AR and AP documents linked to the split master. It is similar to the 
already built-in (hard-coded) capability we have in Create journals from recurrence task in recurring journals 
where we can link both the original and reversal back to the recurring master. 
 
  



10. Check current user role updates 
 
This validation task is designed to ensure that the user performing the action is the assigned user or a 
member of the assigned user group. In this release, the validation was extended with a new optional 
parameter which extends the check to the predefined roles (primary and backup Preparer, Approver etc.) 
 

 
 
For example, if the action is configured on Approve then the validation checks which approval phase the 
document is in e.g. Waiting for Approver 2 and then checks that the user pressing approve is set as either 
primary or backup Approver 2. Note this is in addition to the base functionality where the current user is 
either the assigned Approver 2, a member of the user group which is assigned as Approver 2, the primary 
Approver 2 or backup Approver 2. 
 

 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – this is quite simple but would only be used for specific 
requirements. 
 
 

11. Remove rows with empty columns ignores company-specific columns 
 

This is a small enhancement to allow this task to be set on company-specific columns. Historically, the task 
would error if the specified row column was not present in the document. Where the row column is 
company-specific then it only appears in documents relating to that company code. Now the task checks to 
see whether the specified column is company-specific and will only error if that row column is not present 
when it should be for the particular company code. 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – this is quite simple but would only be used for specific 
requirements. 



12. Rules engine now supports {Filled} and {Empty} 
 
New rule conditions have been added to check whether a header or row is either filled or left empty in order 
to set another header or row respectively. 
 
For example, if the account number is between 100000 and 1999999 and the cost center is filled with any 
value, then set the profit center as 1000 OR validate that the profit center is between 1000 and 1999. 
 
Similarly, if the account number is between 100000 and 1999999 and the cost center is empty then set the 
profit center as 1000 OR validate that the profit center is between 1000 and 1999. 
 
In the rules engine itself, you must use the words {Filled} or {Empty} with a curly bracket on either side in 
order to avoid (the unlikely) situation in which the value in the data itself really is the word “Filled” or 
“Empty”. 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: No – this is quite simple but if you are not using the rules engine at all 
and want to start using it, it is likely that professional services would be required to set up when the rules 
are run on the associated templates. 
 
 

13. Value Set by name task 
 
It is now possible to connect a value set from a different company code into a header or row column. 
Historically, you could only configure that a single value set linked to the document company code would be 
shown to the end user. For example when creating a journal for Company DE01 then you would see the cost 
center value set linked to DE01. 
 
For intercompany invoicing, it is often required to set both the cost center for the company code that you 
are sending the invoice from AND the cost center for the (different) receiving company code. This new 
feature now makes this possible. 
 
As you can see from the screenshot below, the first cost center offers a list of cost centers linked to the 
company code of the document from which the invoice is being sent whereas the Receiver cost center 
column offers a list of cost centers linked to the receiving company code. 
 

 
 
 



14. Import chart mappings update 
 
List of internal names that will be used to map fields from the source template columns to different named 
headers appearing in the chart. When the internal names of the source rows are different from the chart 
header internal names, these can be set with an equals sign between the two internal names, Source Row 
Internal Name = Chart Header Internal Name. 
 
Charts are used to populate row columns in a number of scenarios, the most common of which is to connect 
an Aico journal to an Open or Line item in a reconciliation. It is also used as the source of data for the 
Account reconciliation status document to identify which GL accounts have corresponding. 
 
Historically, this task required that the name of the row column matched exactly the name of the header 
from the chart. This meant that additional row columns were added with formulas to make this work 
correctly. With this enhancement you are now able to simply set the two names with an equals between 
them, making the configuration simpler. 
  
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – this is quite simple but would only be used for specific 
requirements. 
 
  



Automation Manager 
 

15. Cross company dependent tasks 
 
Prior to this feature, you could only create dependencies between tasks for the same company. For example, 
we might have a task to post a bad debt provision and one to close the AR ledger. However, we do not want 
the ledger to be closed until after the bad debt provision has been posted. Therefore, we make the closing of 
the ledger a successor task dependent on the bad debt task being completed. Both tasks are linked to 
multiple companies. However, the dependency was only created between the two tasks for an individual 
company. Therefore, if the tasks were set up for companies DE01 and DE02 then the dependency for DE02 
only considers the status of the DE02 bad debt task in order to release the DE01 close AR ledger task. 
 
Cross company dependencies allow you now to link a task for a single company with different company 
predecessors and successors. 
 
Cross company dependent tasks are configured in the Automation manager task template by expanding the 
Cross company dialogue which allows you to set both the predecessor/successor task itself, together with 
the companies that must perform that task before the current task companies have their tasks released. You 
can (but you do not need to) set both cross company predecessors and successors on each template, as they 
will automatically appear in the corresponding tasks. 
 

 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: No 
 
  



16. Related link type 
 
In 24.1 we are introducing a new link type of related in addition to the predecessors and successors. The 
purpose of the new link type is to allow tasks to be connected without being dependent. 
 
The primary use case here is for the Account reconciliation reports. Currently, we set these up using a 
successor link which is often misleading and a “misuse” of the dependency concept. 
 
The key difference here is that the task will simply start in the same way as any other task, rather than 
waiting for a predecessor to be completed. When the Aico documents are created you will see the related 
task as a linked document. The Aico document template setup will drive how the two documents interact. 
For example, the Account reconciliation document might call the linked document to run a report and attach 
it. 
 

 
 
The cross company functionality is also supported in the new related link type. 
 

 
 
 
Aico professional services required: No   



17. Task error retry 
 
This feature will identify certain error message content and ask Automation manager to retry the task a 
definable number of times and with a specified retry interval e.g. retry this task three times every 15 
minutes before finally putting the task into error. 
 
The challenge this solves is that each integration (particularly where middleware is involved) gives different 
and often quite technical error messages. Where we know that the error is temporary, usually due to a 
connection issue, we want to retry the task. 
 
The task error retry allows you to specify some or all of the words in the error message and based on finding 
those words, the task will retry. 
 
For example, our connection always looks something like the below, and we pick out certain technical words 
that we know will always appear, avoiding things like dates and times: 
 

 
 
In the task error retry, we define the words and the retry interval. 
 

 
 
 
 
Aico professional services required: No 
 
  



18. Task template Code smart tag 
 
A new smart tag to allow the Automation manager task template code to be set in a header in the Aico 
document. This simply allows the cross-reference from the Aico document to the task template code to be 
made. Remember also the Automation Manager Task Link URL feature released in 22.1, which sets a 
hyperlink from the Aico document back to the task. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Aico professional services required: Possibly – this depends on how you want to use this. You may need a 
new header in the document template which will then be set using this smart tag. 
 
  



19. Task code added as an option in task page filters 
 
It is now possible to add the Task template Code to the available filters on the period running Tasks page. 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: No. 
 

20. Automation manager opens documents in new tabs 
 
 
Small UI improvement. When you press open Document to navigate from the running task in Automation 
manager to the Aico document, this now opens in a new tab rather than your current Automation manager 
tab. 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: No   



21. Preparer Start time 
 
A new task template setting has been introduced to allow a start time for the Preparer role only to be set. 
This will allow customers to be able to calculate performance times between the scheduled start time and 
the actual completed time which is useful for Shared Service center SLA measurement. 
 

 
 
The logic works the same way as the Due date and time for the Preparer (including respecting the associated 
holiday calendar) and sets a series of new headers that would need to be added to the template. 
 
Warning: This new feature does not prevent the user from starting the document before the preparer start 
time has arrived.  
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – the new headers would need to be added to the Aico document 
template and any time difference calculation logic added e.g. a header to calculate the time taken between 
the Preparer start and end time. 
  



22. Custom schedule uploads from Excel 
 
This new feature was introduced to allow schedules and, in particular, custom schedules to be maintained 
via the Excel export/import. In the current Master data task export and import, it is already possible to 
change the schedule group of a task to another pre-existing schedule group via the Export/Import. However, 
it was not possible to add a custom schedule. This had to be done in the UI itself.  
 
With this new feature, you can now separately export the schedule for the tasks and change the existing 
schedule group and/or add a custom schedule at both a task and company level. Note there is one limitation 
to this feature in that the export/import only supports custom schedules using either a monthly or quarterly 
schedule type. If you want to create a custom schedule using a custom schedule type i.e. one where the task 
schedule varies each month (should only be performed in Feb and August) then this must still be added via 
the UI. 
 

 
 

The downloaded Excel file can then be edited before re-importing it back into Automation manager. Each 
task template should always link to a pre-existing schedule group (1). A custom schedule (2) is considered as 
an override, thereby ensuring that if the custom schedule is removed, the task reverts to the original pre-
existing schedule group. 

 

Aico professional services required: No   



SAP  
 

23. Namespace function version now read back into Aico 
 
One of the challenges we have found when analysing issues with namespace functions is that often neither 
we nor our Aico customer team has the level of access required to determine which version is installed. This 
new function will return to Aico the version of the installed release. 
 

 
 
 
Aico professional services required: No – these will need to be installed as part of an upgrade to the Aico 
namespace functions. 
  



24. Acc Rec balance function now returns 12 months of balances 
 
The Aico /AICO/REC_GL_BALANCES function has been enhanced to return the last 12 months of account 
balances. 
 
It allows you to specify how many historic periods to return (up to 12) and can also calculate two averages 
based on given input parameters e.g. three would return the average of the last three periods (excluding the 
current period). 
 
The objective here is to compare the current closing balance to historic periods or averages. It is a core part 
of delivering the Variance monitor in an SAP environment. 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes. 

 
25. New namespace /AICO/GET_BILLING_FI_DETAILS returns FI document details 

 
As part of the intercompany invoice solution, we can support the initiation of the invoice via SAP SD (SAP 
Sales and Distribution) under the new namespace GET_BILLING_FI_DETAILS. 
 
In this scenario, the SD document is then converted into a Sales Order and ultimately SAP itself creates the 
associated FI document for the full accounting treatment in the AR side. We then need to create the 
corresponding AP FI document in Aico. 
 
To facilitate this we need to get the AR FI document number and then read certain information from that 
posting in order to create an accurate AP posting. For example, the SD document contains net amounts and 
tax added by SAP during the order process. Aico needs to know the gross amount in order to put the correct 
amounts in the AP document. 
 
The function can return the Net Value, Tax Value, Gross Amount, Posting Date, and Document Date from the 
AR document for us to match these exactly in the AP posting document. 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – this would only be implemented as part of an intercompany 
invoicing project where SD postings are required. 
  

26. PO and CPI WSDL pre-built files 
 
We can now deliver a set of pre-built WSDL files for each of the Aico SAP functions that our customers can 
use to fast-track the integration of Aico via either SAP PO or CPI middleware layers. 
 
  



27. Upload attachments to SAP 
 

It is possible to upload the Aico document attachments into SAP on the posted document. This allows the 
user to see and download this attachment from inside SAP.  
 
It is very important to understand that this document upload can only happen during the transfer action. 
Therefore, any attachments added after the transfer is completed will NOT be uploaded to SAP and there is 
no other way to upload these to the SAP document other than manually through the SAP GUI. 
 
To upload the attachment an Aico custom BAPI Z_AICO_INSERT_ATTACHMENT 
(/AICO/INSERT_ATTACHMENT) is run as one of the function calls during the transfer process. This uploads 
the attachment to SAP. 
 

 
Aico professional services required: Yes – a new function must be installed in SAP and several changes are 
required to the integration and the template. 
 
 

28. New namespace /AICO/ BAPI_EXCHANGERATE_GETDETAIL 
 
We have extended the standard SAP BAPI_EXCHANGERATE_GETDETAIL function to be able to set a list of 
pairs of currencies and have the resulting table return the results for those pairs. 
 
It will also return the result where you are using SAP triangulation in the rates. For example, where you set 
each currency up against one central currency and SAP goes through the central currency to determine the 
rate between the currency pair. For example, if you have all rates set against EUR and want to go between 
USD and SEK then SAP first translates to USD to EUR and then EUR to SEK and returns a triangulated rate 
from USD to SEK. 
 
Aico professional services required: Yes – a new function must be installed in SAP and several changes are 
required to the integration and the template. 
 
 
  



29. Support for LE and GE in SAP program parameters 
 
 
Currently, Aico supports Equals and Between in the SAP program parameters when using smart tags. Where 
the User enters a Low value only then Aico assumes Equals (EQ). Where the user enters both a Low and a 
High Value then Aico assumes Between (BT). 
 
With this change, when Aico sees that the SAP parameters read in from the variant contain either LESS or 
EQUALS (LE) or GREATER or EQUALS (GE), then a new parameter will appear in the program where a smart 
tag can now be set. 
 

 
 
Aico professional services required: No – the parameter will simply appear when the comparator is detected. 



Oracle Fusion integration 
 
Aico can support real-time integration to Oracle Fusion Cloud for Journal entry and Account reconciliation. 
Integration is based on SOAP Web Services for Financials. Oracle provides Web Services and Aico consumes 
these Web Services by making SOAP calls over HTTPS protocol to create or fetch required data.  
 
There are two scopes of services that are used:  
 Business Objects Services 

o Import Journals Service  
o Account Combination Validation Service  
o ERP Integration Service  

 BI Publisher Web Services  
o Report Service  

 
Aico uses 4 web services, from two scopes, and they come from two different servers (BI Publisher Web 
Service is on a separate server to Oracle Business Objects Service).  
All Aico and Oracle Financials Cloud exchange is done through different web services that Oracle Cloud 
supplies.  
 

 
 

  



Transaction matching 
 

Aico Transaction Matching provides the ability to match transactions from two different sources of data. For 
example, to match GL transactions to Bank statements or perform intercompany transaction matching. Aico 
can match many hundreds of thousands of transactions from multiple sources including different file 
formats as well as being able to pull data directly from your ERP.  
 
It is possible to configure multiple rules including one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-many with different 
degrees of confidence which can set matched transactions as either automatic or proposed. The rules will 
contain conditions such as posting date and assignment match exactly, debit credit amounts sum to zero or 
posting dates match to within three days, assignments match exactly and debit credit sums to within €1000 
EUR.  
 
The match results are classified as either Automatic, proposed or unmatched. Proposed matches can then 
either be accepted or rejected (at which point they will be returned to the unmatched status). Unmatched 
transactions can then be manually matched or will remain unmatched until the next data import. 
 
Aico can import data directly from file formats XLSX and CSV. It will also be possible to import data from the 
ERP through APIs or functions (such as BAPIs) but this will be introduced in 24.2  
 
Aico is then able to “auto-discover” the contents. When you upload the source data, Aico identifies the 
content recognising the header data such as Company Code, Account etc. and also the data type (Boolean, 
text, date, number). Once the source data has been discovered, it is then possible to add virtual columns 
which are derived from the discovered data. For example, your Source 1 might have a Boolean column with 
True and False and your Source 2 has a similar column but it says Yes and No. To find matches you can add a 
virtual column to Source 1 which transforms the True/False into Yes/No allowing you to build matching 
rules.  
 
Match results can then be used as reconciling items in an Aico account reconciliation, or to create an Aico 
accrual journal.  
 
Additionally, depending on the ERP, matched items can be sent directly from Aico for clearing or, where the 
concept of clearing is not supported, the matches can be tracked in Aico itself.  


